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Abstract. To solve the problem that the existing recommendation algorithms have low
predictive accuracy which is caused by data set sparsity when getting users’ preference,
a multi-view similarity based context-aware recommendation algorithm is proposed. This
method first gets the direct similarity among users’ historic preference behavior by the
conception similarity and Pearson correlation coefficient. The calculation is based on
users’ historic preference behavior on the same and similar commodities. Then the
method gets the incidence relation between commodities and preference commodities set
of users who need to get their prediction based on the commodity property context. And it
combines similarity of the two views to acquire the nearest neighbor users, based on which
it elicits users’ preferences by adopting improved user-based collaborative filtering. The
authors present empirical experiments by using a real extensive data set. The experimen-
tal results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve better prediction accuracy and
diversity compared with collaborative filtering algorithm and context-aware algorithm.
Keywords: Recommendation system, Multi-view similarity, Behavior similarity

1. Introduction. With the advent of service-oriented and pervasive computing, the
amount of information resources is increasing far more quickly than our ability to process
it. If only depending on users to process it, the expenditure of time is unacceptable,
and the problem of information overload is getting worse. Many technologies, such as
information retrieval and search engine, can alleviate the problem to some extent, and re-
duce the time expenditure of users to find their preference information. However, most of
those technologies are suffering from low intelligence and high error rate; especially, they
cannot offer personalized recommendation service when facing users who have different
educational backgrounds and working environments. Under this situation, recommender
systems emerge in response to those problems and have been successful and widely used
in electronic commerce. Their main goals are to help users find personalized preference
through recommendation algorithms based on users’ historical preference behavior. Over
the years, many researchers have been proposed different ways to realize recommendation,
which can be categorized into two classes: (1) content-based recommendation methods
[1], which use mathematical models and data mining to get prediction; (2) collaborative
filtering [2], which gets users’ preference by filtering the uncorrelated items based on a
collection of similar users’ rating history. However, those methods always suffer from
cold-start problem and sparsity problem, among which the former means recommender
systems cannot provide accurate prediction for users who have no preference behavior in
those recommender systems, and the other means that most users only have very few
behaviors in recommender systems which are insufficient for those systems to build their
preference models. To solve those problems, Bobadilla et al. [3] present a new similarity
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measure method using optimization based on neural learning, which exceeds the best re-
sults obtained with current metrics. Gao et al. [4] incorporate the weight and rank of a
user into the computation of item similarities and differentials, improving the recommen-
dation results of the typical Adjusted Cosine and Slope One item-based CF approaches.
Tang et al. [5] propose a method of location-aware collaborative filtering to recommend
Web services to users by incorporating locations of both users and services, and concen-
trate on users physically near to the target user. Jiang et al. [6] account the personalized
influence of services when computing similarity measurement between users and person-
alized influence of services, which improves accuracy of recommendation of Web services
significantly. Xu [7] proposes a method to make context-aware and trip similarity based
travel recommendations by mining CCGPs. Zheng et al. [8] study how context similarity
can be integrated into the sparse linear method and matrix factorization algorithms.

Almost all of those approaches get users’ predictions based on the original development
trend of resources or the historic preference. However, since users’ preference behaviors
have interaction effects on the real environment, to only base on those preference behavior
without considering the interaction effect may have a negative influence on the accuracy
of prediction. In this paper, we present a multi-view similarity based context-aware
recommendation algorithm. This method first gets the direct similarity among users’ his-
toric preference behavior by the conception similarity and Pearson correlation coefficient
method. The calculation is based on the historic preference behavior which is on the same
and similar commodity. Then the method gets the incidence relation between commodi-
ties and preference commodities set of users who need to get their prediction based on
the commodity property context. And it combines similarity of the two views to acquire
the nearest neighbor users. Finally, a weighted prediction computation algorithm based
on improved user-based collaborative filtering is employed to get the recommendation.

2. A Multi-View Similarity Based Context-Aware Recommendation Algori-
thm.

2.1. Context-aware recommender system. At present, there is still no standard def-
inition of context. Most researchers use the definition given by Dey [8] that context is the
information which expresses the condition of environment by an explicit or implicit way.
It can be user, location, or any correlation object. The definition of k different types of
context can be given by

C = (C1, C2, C3, . . . , Ck) (1)

where Ci ⊂ C (i ∈ [1, k]) represents any type of one-dimensional context vector, and
Ci = {cip |p ∈ [1, qi]}. qi is the number of the information of this type. An example is as
below

Ci : Emotion (happy [1], gloomy [2], sad [3], angry [4])
Cj : Location (office[1], communication[2], home[3], school [4], restaurant [5])

(2)

In the condition of context, the traditional user-item prediction model can be extended
to a multidimensional prediction model R : User × Context × Item → Rating [9], and
another example is as follows

User ⊆ UName × Address × Income × Age
Item ⊆ IName × Type × Price
Context ⊆ Location × Emotion × Time × Environment

(3)

The formal definition of context-aware recommender system is as follows. If UDpre =
{Dj1, . . . , Dj(Entl)} (j ∈ [1, U ], Entl ⊆ Svr) is the initial goal space, Dpre = {Di1, . . .,
Di(Entk)} (i ∈ [1, U ], Entk ⊆ Svr) is the result goal space, UDpre ∩ PDpre = Ø, and
utility function Futy(·) is used to compute users’ preference Prejis under multidimensional
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context information, then the primary purpose of recommender system is to find the
favorite items di1, . . . , di(Entk) for dj1, . . . , dj(Entl). The definition is as below

∀(dj1, . . . , dj(Entl)) ⊆ UDpre,
(di1, . . . , di(Entk)) = arg max Futy(UDpre, Dpre)

(4)

2.2. Multi-view similarity based recommendation algorithm. Inspired by the the-
ory of multi-view learning, a preference elicit method, based on the views of user and item
is proposed to get the users’ trust on items. (1) From the point of users, we compute the
similarity among users based on the historic preference behavior, and get the interactive
affection among users’ preference behavior because the method uses the real historic pref-
erence records which lead to more accurate prediction. (2) From the point of items, we
obtain the incidence relation among items based on the inherent properties of items, and
combine the historic preference on the given items to acquire the relevance among items.
(3) The similarity of the two views is combined to acquire the nearest neighbor users,
based on which users’ preferences are elicited by the improved user-based collaborative
filtering. The whole process of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1, the method
uses direct similarity and similarity among users to generate prediction based on users’
historical preference, and the detail is described in Subsections 2.2.1-2.2.3.

Figure 1. The process of the proposed method

2.2.1. The measure method of the similarity among users. The interactive affection among
users which is conditioned by human emotion has a significant influence on the users’ pref-
erence model [10]. The behavior similarity means the similarity among users’ preference
for the same items or the congeneric items. We employ the direct similarity and indirect
similarity which use Pearson correlation coefficient and conception similarity to get behav-
ior similarity. This method can measure the similarity from individual user’s preference
behavior and the interaction affection among users’ preference behavior. The referred
definitions are as follows.

Definition 2.1. Direct Similarity, it is only based on the real historical behavior to get
the similarity, which includes the following two steps.

(1) For users’ behaviors which have preference records on the same items, it uses Pear-
son correlation coefficient to measure the similarity. IAB is the common preference set
between user UA and UB, which measures the similarity by the differential degree between
the two users’ historic preference values on IAB and their historic preference average val-
ues on other items. It is given by

S1(UA, UB) =

∑
i∈IAB

(
PAi − Pi

) (
PBi − Pi

)
√ ∑

i∈IAB

(
PAi − Pi

)2 ·
∑

i∈IAB

(
PBi − Pi

)2
(5)
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where PAi and PBi are the values of user UA and UB for items that belong to IAB respec-
tively, Pi is the average value of other users on item Ii.

(2) For users’ behavior which have preference records on the similar items, it combines
the intrinsic similarity of items based on their properties and users’ preference behavior
on similarity items. The intrinsic similarity is measured by conception similarity, which
means if any two properties belong to a same conception, then the two properties are
similar. For example, chrysanthemum and rose are two different things, but they all
belong to conception ‘Flower’, then we can say chrysanthemum and rose are similar. The
conception similarity is given by

S2(UA, UB) = ωitem(Ii, Ij) × ωuser(UA, UB) (6)

ωitem(Ii, Ij) =
Card(Ii ∩ Ij)

Card(Ii ∪ Ij)
(7)

ωuser(UA, UB) =
|PAi − PBj|
PUA

+ PUB

(8)

where ωitem(Ii, Ij) represents the similarity between Ii and Ij. ωitem(UA, UB) is the rating
difference between UA and UB. Card(Ii ∩ Ij) denotes the number of conceptions between
Ii and Ij. PAi is the preference value of user UA on item Ii. PBj is the preference value
of user UB on item Ij. PUA

and PUB
are the average preferences values of user UA and

UB respectively.

Then the direct similarity among users can be defined by

S(Ua, Ub) = α · S1(UA, UB) + (1 − α) · S2(UA, UB) (9)

where S(Ua, Ub) is the direct similarity between user UA and UB, α denotes the weight
parameter of similarity.

2.2.2. The measure method of the intrinsic similarity among items. When forecasting
users’ preference, the properties of items and users’ historic preference are two core in-
fluence factors, which are also the only available data for recommender systems under
sparsity problem. Because users’ preference will not change very frequently and largely
[11], items selected from historic preference behavior may have much bigger influence and
value.

Firstly, we screen the items which have preference records by user (Uu, for example),
based on which we acquire the preference commodities set (represented by IPre). Then we
compute the similarity degree between the preference commodities and other items based
on the intrinsic properties and historic preference behavior, and finally get the preference
degree for other items. The method to get the preference commodities is set as follows

Ii ∈ IPre ⇔ Pui ≥ PPre (10)

PPre = (1 + λ) ·

∑
i∈Iu

Pui

Card(Pu)
(11)

where PPre represents the values of users for items which belong to preference commodities
set. Only when the preference value of the preference commidities set is bigger than
PPre, can items join them. λ is the decision parameter to control the size of preference
commodities and the value of PPre. Card(Pu) represents the number of Uu’s preference
behavior, which is equal to the number of items having preference behavior by Uu.

After acquiring the preference commodities set, we measure the correlation relation be-
tween preference commodities and other items based on the items’ properties and historic
preference. It contains two influence factors, (1) the number of same properties among
items, and (2) the similarity among properties. The data used to measure the similarity
include two parts, (1) the number of items which contain both properties, (2) the number
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of items which contain the properties respectively. If Sa and Sb are any two properties,
their similarity can be measured as below

Sim(Sa, Sb) =
Card(Sa, Sb)

Card(Sa) + Card(Sb) − Card(Sa, Sb)
(12)

where Card(Sa, Sb) represents the number of items which contain properties Sa and Sb,
Card(Sa) and Card(Sb) are the numbers of items which contain properties Sa and Sb

respectively.
After we get the similarity among properties, the intrinsic similarity among items can

be measured by

Sim1(Ii, Ij) =

∑
Sa∈Si−j ,Sb∈Sj−i

Sim(Sa, Sb) + Card(Sij)

Card(SIi
, SIj

)
(13)

where Si−j represents the properties set included by Ii but not by Ij. Sj−i is in the
properties set which is included by Ij but not by Ii. Card(Sij) denotes the number of
common properties between item Ii and item Ij. Card(SIi

, SIj
) is the number of properties

included by item Ii and item Ij.
The similarity among items reflected by users’ historic preference behavior has big-

ger probability according with users’ preference than the similarity reflected by items’
properties. The similarity based on users’ historic preference can be measured by

Sim2(Ii, Ij)

=
1∑

Uc∈Uij

|Pci−Pcj |

Card(Uij)
+

∑
Ud∈U′

ij

|Pdi−Pdj|

Card(U ′
ij)

+ 1

(14)

=
Card(Uij) · Card(U ′

ij)

Card(U ′
ij) ·

∑
Uc∈Uij

|Pci − Pcj| + Card(Uij) ·
∑

Ud∈U ′
ij

|Pdi − Pdj| + Card(Uij) · Card(U ′
ij)

where Uc and Ud represent any two users who have preference behavior on Ii or Ij. Uij

is the users set which both has preference behavior on item Ii and Ij, U ′
ij denotes the

users set which has preference behavior on item Ii or Ij, Card(Uij) and Card(U ′
ij) are the

numbers of users in Uij and U ′
ij respectively.

After we acquired the similarity based on users’ historic preference and items’ proper-
ties, the final similarity computation method was as follows

Sim(Ii, Ij) =
Sim1(Ii, Ij) + Sim2(Ii, Ij)√
Sim2

1(Ii, Ij) + Sim2
2(Ii, Ij)

(15)

2.2.3. The computation method of prediction. Based on the similar users’ preference be-
havior, we combine the items which are similar to the preference commodities set to get
prediction. To get the prediction, an improved user-based collaborative filtering method
is as follows,

Pui =

1 +

∑
Um∈UNu

∣∣Pmi − Pm

∣∣ · S(Uu, Um)

Card(UNu)

 · Pi · (1 + Sim(Ii, Ij)) (16)

where UNu represents the nearest neighbors of Uu based on the users’ historic preference
behavior. Card(UNu) is the number of users in UNu, Pm denotes the average preference
values of Um to other items, and Pi is the average preference of other users to item Ii.
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3. Experimental Evaluation.

3.1. Data set. There are no existing data sets which include context information; there-
fore, we generate a simulative data set MBookCrossing by adding reasonable context
information based on the real-world data set BookCrossing [12]. The BookCrossing data
set is Cai-Nicolas Ziegler which uses crawlers to get the behavior records about 278858
users on 271379 books. The MBookCrossing mainly includes four parts.

(1) MBX-Users, which includes users’ ID, location, age;
(2) MBX-Books, which includes books’ ISBN, title, author, publisher, abbreviation;
(3) MBX-Book-Ratings, which includes users’ ratings on books;
(4) MBX-Book-Contexts, that includes time, location, state and so on, in which time

includes morning, afternoon, and night; location includes office, home, school, and restau-
rant; state include work, learning, and amusement.

3.2. Evaluation metrics. Recommender systems have different measures to evaluate
the quality of recommendation. In this paper, we employ the MAE [13] to measure our
prediction. MAE is a representative example of a statistical accuracy criterion, which
measures the accuracy by contrasting the real rate and predicted rate gotten from our
method. Assume the predicted rating set as {s1, s2, . . . , sN}, and the actual rating set as
{d1, d2, . . . , dN}, then MAE is defined by

MAE =

N∑
i=1

|si − di|

N
(17)

Another evaluation method is diversity [14], meaning the dissimilarity among items in
recommendation list, in which higher values denote bigger probability that the recom-
mended items cover users’ preference. If s(i, j) ∈ [0, 1] represents the similarity between
item Ii and Ij, |G| denotes the length of the recommendation list, then the diversity of
the recommendation which represents the average values of all the users’ diversity can be
defined as follows.

Diversity =
1

|U |
∑
u∈U

Diversityu (18)

Diversityu = 1 −
∑

Ii,Ij∈Gs(i, j)
1
2
|G| (|G| − 1)

(19)

Sitem(i, j) =

∑
a∈Uij

(
Pai − Pa

) (
Paj − Pa

)
√ ∑

a∈Uij

(
Pai − Pa

)2 ·
∑

a∈Uij

(
Pai − Pa

)2
(20)

where Uij denotes the users’ set which both has rated item Ii and Ij, Pai is the preference
value of user Ua on item Ii, Pa represents the average historical preference values of user
Ua on other items.

3.3. Experiment results and analysis.
Experiment 1: Impact of parameter α
We examined the influence of parameter α in Formula (9) on the prediction accuracy

based on MBookCrossing. In this experiment, we measured the influence of α on users’
behavior similarity, and got the users’ nearest neighbor by the preference behavior similar-
ity to generate the recommendation list. To improve the accuracy of the experiment, we
used ABO method to conceal data in MBookCrossing randomly. Since MBookCrossing is
changing with every operation, we ran the algorithm five times on each weight coefficient,
and got the average value as the final accuracy. After repeating test and experiment, we
chose several representative series weight coefficients as Table 1, and set the training set
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as 30% and 70% in this experiment. The experimental results are shown in Figure 2 and
Figure 3.

Table 1. Experiment weight series of α

Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Sequence 3 Sequence 4 Sequence 5
α 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

Figure 2. Experimental results by using 30% training set

Figure 3. Experimental results by using 70% training set
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As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the prediction accuracy first increases and then
decreases. When α = 0.7 the proposed algorithm achieves the best prediction accuracy,
the algorithm also has better results when the training set is 70%. The experimental
results show that the same items have large influence on users behavior than similar
items.

Experiment 2: Impact of parameter λ
This experiment measured all the possible values of λ on MBookCrossing. To maintain

the objectivity of the experimental results, we adopted different ratios of training set and
test set. To test the influence of λ on users’ preference items set, we used the most similar
items obtained by the item similarity method as the recommendation list, and based on
which we measured the influence of λ on recommendation accuracy. The process of data
set was same as Experiment 1. After repeated tests and experiments, we chose several
representative series weight coefficients as Table 2, and we set the training set as 10%,
30%, 50% and 70%. In this experiment, the experimental results are shown in Figure 4
and Figure 5. From the experimental results, we can see that with the adding of λ the
prediction accuracy first increases and then decreases, and when λ = 0.48, the proposed
algorithm achieves the best prediction accuracy.

Table 2. Experiment weight series of λ

Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Sequence 3 Sequence 4 Sequence 5
λ 0.24 0.33 0.48 0.53 0.72

Figure 4. Experiment results by using 30% training set

Experiment 3: Comparison with other methods
(1) The comparison of accuracy
Based on Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, we set α = 0.7, λ = 0.48; after repeated

test and experiment, we select 30% and 70% as the ratio of training set. Since the famous
collaborative filtering algorithm CF [16] is the most classic and widely used recommend
algorithm, and context-aware based recommend algorithm MICF [17] owns the same
hottest research direction as ours, we compared our algorithm with the CF and MICF.
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Figure 5. Experiment results by using 70% training set

Figure 6. The comparison of accuracy with other methods on 30% train-
ing set

CF only considers the influence of user-item, which can only use the MBX-Book-Ratings.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

By computing the results shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, under different training set
rates, the MAE of the three methods are increasing with the adding of training set, and
the optimal MAE of our algorithm, MICF, CF are 0.42, 0.45, 0.47 respectively, and in the
mass, our method has achieved a better prediction accuracy than MICF and CF about
5.38% and 10.52% respectively. It can also be seen from the experimental results that by
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Figure 7. The comparison of accuracy with other methods on 70% train-
ing set

combining the similarities among users and the intrinsic similarities among items, better
recommendation quality can be achieved.

(2) The comparison of diversity
The diversity represents the degree of difference among items in recommendation list.

It is another evaluation criterion of recommendation systems which is different from the
accuracy. The difference is mainly reflected in the following aspect: the accuracy measures
the correlation of the recommendation items and their preference model built by users’
historical preference records. The diversity is based on the variety of users’ preference,
whose higher values denote bigger probability that the recommended items cover users’
preference. For instance, user A is fond of horrid fiction and romantic fiction, but most
of his/her historical preference records are horrid fiction. If the recommendation systems
just consider the accuracy, they will only recommend the corresponding horrid fiction,
and the feedback of the evaluation criterion will support this process. However, the user
A’s real demands may be on the opposite. In this situation, the diversity needs to be
considered together with accuracy. The comparion results are shown in Figure 8 and
Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, which denotes that the three methods’ average
diversity relay on the scale of training sets and length of recommendation list, but there
are no linear relationship among those factors. And we have found that our method
has advantages over other two methods, the possible reasons are analyzed as follows.
Our method obtains the prediction from the views of user, item and the relationship
among user-user, and user-item, with the consideration of the influence factors which
relate to users’ preference. It diminishes the influence of users’ historical preference on
recommendation list relatively, and increases the influence of the own properties of user
and item.

4. Conclusion. In this paper, we focus on the study of recommender approaches to
solving the problems in the existing approaches’ prediction accuracy which is often in-
fluenced by the sparse data set. We proposed an improved recommendation algorithm
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Figure 8. The comparison of accuracy with other methods on 30% train-
ing set

Figure 9. The comparison of accuracy with other methods on 70% train-
ing set

based on multi-view similarity. This method first gets the direct similarity among users’
historic preference behavior by the conception similarity and Pearson correlation coef-
ficient. The calculation is based on the historic preference behavior on the same and
similar commodities. Then the method gets the incidence relation between commodities
and preference commodities set of users who need to get their prediction based on the
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commodity property context. Moreover, it combines similarity of the two views to acquire
the nearest neighbor users, based on which it elicits user preferences by adopting an im-
proved user-based collaborative filtering. The experiments in a real world data set shows
that our prediction can achieve better prediction accuracy and diversity. Our future work
will focus on the context-aware recommender systems to achieve better recommendation
accuracy.
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